Introducing the

Find-It Pull Tabs™
“An easier way to get your cards out”

TARGET MARKET:
• People who lose or leave cards or IDs
• People that have difficulty removing cards
or IDs from tight wallets when needed.

FEATURES:
• Easy to apply and use plastic color tabs.
• RFID chips for finding with a smartphone.
• Tabs have Braille impressions for people
with vision impairment.

PATENT INFORMATION
A provisional and design patent application
has been filed as of October 2017. The patent
search was performed by The Mars Rising
Network. It was concluded that there is nothing
similar to this product on the market, which
means this unique product and app could be
patented and used by people everywhere.

SUMMARY
See how it works!
Watch the video at
www.FindIt-PullTabs.com

Embedded chip makes it easier
to find when card is lost

The Find-it Pull-Tabs™

The Find-it Pull-Tabs™ and App are a unique
combination which allows a person to easily
remove/pull out IDs and credit cards and to
quickly, and easily, find these items near them.
RFID chips have been around for quite some
time and are now relatively inexpensive to use.
These chips give off a special wave and have a

unique code which the App would be able to
trace once put in. They also don’t require any
battery source which is great for this type of
invention.
The Pull Tab part of the invention is simple; it is
a small tab which is flexible and holds the RFID
chip inside of it. Since the chips are also flexible
it doesn’t cause any issues. The color-coded
tabs are adhered to the card by two adhesive
flaps that keep it secured and attached. The
Tabs come in many different bright colors and
have Braille impressions for those with vision
impairment.
Once the tab has been placed on an item,
simply input the unique code which came
with the device into the App. The app can
accommodate multiple tabs in the event you
have more than one object you need to keep
track of often. Once all the codes are placed
in, just hit the “Next” button and the radar
screen will show up. Each object with a tab
will be actively tracked in real time within the
proximity of your location. The little dot in the
center is you, and just like a real radar system
it will scan in a circular pattern displaying any
of your tabs that are in the area. Keep your
most important object close and never lose
track of them again with the Card Pull Tab
Finder and App.

For more information:
Manita L. Hayes
Inventor
Round Rock, TX
PH: (985) 212-7812
www.FindIt-PullTabs.com
Email: info@FindIt-PullTabs.com

About the Developer
The inventor, Manita L. Hayes of Round Rock, TX had an idea to make it easier
to remove IDs and credit cards from wallets while also helping to find them
when lost. Manita contacted the Mars Rising Network and had a provisional
and design patent application filed and had the invention designed properly
so that she may see success with this great idea and turn it into a real product.
She is actively seeking a company that would have an interest in licensing the
product for a royalty.
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